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B
PhilosophicSemanticsan

PhilosophicInquiry

The nature and functions of philosophy, like those of any other enter
prise, are determined by its subject-manerand its conditioning circumstances.In a broad, ambiguous sense,the subject-matterand circumstancesof philosophy are the same,for they both range through the
processesof nature, the structure of the cosmos, t}te experiencesof
men, and the institutions of societies.But in a narrower, more precis
sense,the forces of "nature" and the problems of "experience"which
condition philosophizing differ from the interpretations of "nature"
and "experience"which result from philosophizing as a material stimulus differs from a theoretical product. The beginnings of philosophizing are prehistoric, in the broad sensethat the earliest recorded stage
of religion, literature, history political organization, and sciencepresupposeand even record prior speculationand prior problems. Philosophy is one of the marks of an advancedculture, in the narrow and
precisesensethat the statementand examination of basicproblems are
culminating points of theory practice, and production. Philosophie
have borrowed from science,politics, and art; they have determined
the nature and organization of knowledge, society,and aestheticexpe
rience. The entelprisesand objects which have been both subject-mat
ters and conditioning influencesof a philosophy include other philosophies. As subject-matter, the reinterpretation or refutation of other
philosophies,pastor contemporaryis a proper part of the statementof
any philosophy; as conditioning influence, the continuity of philosophies in history and in controversy makes any philosophy at once an
architectonic reorganization of what is sound in the statementsof phiunpublished contribution to the Illinois Philosophy conference, held at carbondale,
Illinois, 26 Fcbruary 1966. Privately reproduced and distributed by thc author. @ lggT
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losophers and a cathartic exposure of what is absurd. In the broad,
ambiguoussensethere are asmany interpretations of the philosophy of
Aristode or of Wittgenstein as there are interpretations of narure; in
the strict sensethere is only one true interpretation of statementsor
things.
The basic ambiguiry of philosophic statementand discussionis not
peculiar to philosophy. It is common to all discourseand to reflective
irqriry in all fields. One of the taskswhich has alwaysbeen an inseparable or irresistible adjunct to philosophical speculationis ttre clarification of ambiguities. Ambiguities and contradicrions are treated in two
waysin inquiry: they are removedby choosing one ofthe severalmeanings of an ambiguoustenn or statementand by showing the others are
absurd or irrelevant, or they are used by distinguishing the severa
sensesand the appropriate regions of their application. Communication and presentationdependon unambiguousdefinition in basicstatements and on consequential consistencyin discursively related statements; discussionand inquiry depend on productive ambiguity in the
interpretation of common problems and suggestiveinconsistencyin the
assumptionsproposed to resolve them. The statementof the solution
of a problem moves from undifferentiated ambiguity to literal precision. Philosophic semanticsis an examination of different solutions of
philosophic problems; philosophic inquiry is an examination of common issuesto which different philosophic resolutions may be found.
The unambiguous resolution of a fundamental problem often leadsto
new ambiguous problems; semanticsand inquiry are therefore stages
in the ongoing processof philosophy. If they are differentiated, the
relations among philosophies may be stated unambiguously and the
recurrenceofphilosophic problemsmay be distinguishedfrom the progressof philosophicresolurions.
The semanticinterpretation of philosophieswill never yield unique,
adequate,or universallyacceptedintelpretations ofany philosophy, but
philosophic semanricsmay provide schemataby which to make unambiguously clearthe meaningsthat are attributed in a proposedinterpretation to statementsmade in any philosophy. There is no simple relation between distinct philosophic positions nor is a comprehensiveor
sequentialtranslation possible from one to another, but different philosophiesare significandy related by the corrmon problems they treat,
and philosophic inquiry may provide modes by which to relare the
stagesof different solutions basedon different interpretations of com-
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mon problems. There is a variety of ways in which the schemataof
semanticshave been set up in the history of philosophy, and the distinctions have been employed in a variety of modes of philosophic rnquiry. The semanticdistinctions have accumulateda massof ambiguities from which they are rescuedperiodically by the precisionsof a grea
philosopher engagedin one of the modes of inquiry and the modesof
irqoiry in the doctrines of a school, are reducedto preciserepetitions
from which they are rescuedperiodically by the controversialreformulations of common problems in the mode of a rival school. The precisions of philosophic semanticsmay be preservedby connectionsestab
lished by the modesof inquiry, and the communicationsamong mode
of inquiry may be preservedby precisions establishedby the distinctions of semantics.
Among the numerous semanticschemesthat havebeen usedin philosophy, one persistent and usef,rl organization has been built about
differencesof method. For all their ambiguity the differencesbetwee
dialogue or the dialectical method debateor the operational method,
proof or the logistic method, and inquiry or the problematic method
were statedin ancient philosophy, haverun through historiesof restate
ment and modification, and are still operative in contemporary philosophy. The ambiguities arise in paft becauseeach of the methods as
sumesthe functions of the others: dialectic is dialogue, but it is als
debate, proof, and inquiry and the sameis true of each of the other
methods; but they assrunethe functions of opposedmethodsby chang
ing the method they borroq and the transformation is therefore ambiguous and subject to clarffication. The ambiguities arise in part als
becausea method is a discursiveprocesswhich hasa beginning or principles,and an end or conclusions;and the conclusionshaveconstituent
parts or categories.Four inclusive main headsof philosophic semantic
may be set up-Principles, Methods, Interpretations, and Selectionsbut the differentiation of methods, and the relations of the methods to
principles, interpretations, and selectionscan be renderedpreciseonly
by referenceto common problems and to the modes of philosophic
itq"iry.
The common problems of the modes of inquiry which use such a
semanticsbuilt on methods areproblems ofthings, thoughts, facts, and
simples.The modesof inquiry may be differentiated under any of thes
four heads,and there is a strict equivalenceof the modesin their operation on the common problcms which fall under eachof the heads.The
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distinctions of the semantic schememay therefore be establishedby
considerationof the modes of thought. Even in non-technicalconsiderations of thinking, four modes of thought may be distinguished: it is
a processby which parts are put together, or englobing truths are approximated, or problems are solved,or arbitrary formulations are interpreted. The four are formally exhaustiveof possibilities: the assumption
of leastparts, but no whole exceptby composition; the assumptionof
an ontologic"l
principle, but no absoluteleastparts; the rejec""ify-g
tion of least pars and separatedwholes, and the assumptionof problemsand naturesencounteredin the middle region; and the assumption
that all distinctions are initially arbitrary. The four modes of thought
are mutually exclusiveand exhaustiveof possible modes. Each of the
modes has rwo moments and each makesuse of a basic assumption:
construction and decomposition make useof constituents; assimilation
and exemplification of models; resolution and question of causes;and
discrimination and posnrlation of theses.
The four methods distinguished in philosophic semanticsmay be
diFerentiated unambiguously by the four modes of thought, and the
characteristicoperations of each as a method may be clarified by the
mode of thought used to define it. Since there is a strict equivalenc
between the modes of thought and the modes of things, facts, and
simples,ttre differentiation by the modesof thought may be translated
into differentiations by modesof things, facts,and simples.The logistic
method is proof by construction and decomposition dependenton indivisible elementsl the dialectical method is dialogue by assimilation
and exemplification dependenton changelessmodels; the problematic
method is inquiry by resolution and questionsdependenton discoverable causes;the operational method is debate by discrimination and
posnrlation dependent on thesesand rules. So defined, an important
difference is observablein the four methods: two, the dialectical and
the operational methods, are universal methods applicableto all problems and all subject-matters,and they do not require indemonstrable
first principles or univocal terms; the other two, the logistic and the
problematic methods, are particular methods, which require distinct
methodological procedures for different problems or subject-matters
eachwith its own indemonstrable first principles and univocal definitions.
The principles which are employed in conjunction with one of rhe
methods need not be determined by the samemode of thought as the
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method. Nonetheless, the kinds of principles may be distinguished
from eachother, asthe methodswere, by useof the modesof thought.
Moreover, principles are beginnings, and beginnings may be found
either in determinative wholes or in generativepars; and two modes
of thought lead back to holoscopic principles, while mro modes lead
back to meroscopic principles. C-omprehensiveprinciples are holoscopicin that they assimilateall things, thoughts, symbols,and actions
into an inclusive whole formed by an englobing principle. Reflexive
principles are holoscopic in that they resolveproblems into a plurdity
of wholes formed by principles which are reflexivelyinstancesof themselves.Simple principles are meroscopicin that they decomposethings,
thoughts, symbols, or actions into atoms, simple ideas, undefined
terrns, or unconditioned impulses from which to construct what is
known to be and what is thought or felt or desired.Actional principles
are meroscopicin that they posnrlatedistinctions by which to discriminate into kinds what is said, done, or made.
The propositions which are establishedas conclusions and the actions which are determined asconsequencesof principles and methods
need not be determined by the samemode of thought asthe principles
or the methods. The kinds of interprctations may, nonetheless,be determined, as the mcthods and principles were, by use of the modes of
thought. Moreover, conclusions or consequencesare found to be of
nvo kinds: they may derive their characterfrom a reality assumedto
transcendor to underlie phenomenaand statements,or they may reduce reality and vdues to aspectsor consequencesof phenomena.Ontological interpretations are ontic in that they assimilatewhat seemsto
be the caseto a reality which transccndsand correctsappearances.Entitative interpretations are ontic in that they construct secondaryqualities, perceptions, emotions, and other appearancesfrom a nanrre
which underlies phenomena.Essentialisticinterpretations are phenomenal in that they resolve problems by seeking properties and cause
which are natural functions or acquired conditionings. Existentialistic
interpretations arephenomenalin that they discriminatestatementsand
meanings which may be used to produce knowledge or attitudes or
satisfactions.
The rigidities of doctrine and the ambiguities of problem for which
philosophy is sometimestaxed are removed by the interplay of philosophic semanticsand philosophic inquiry. A philosophic problem is
ambiguous. Philosophic discussionof a problem exploresa broad, am-
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biguous answerto a question; and in the intelpretation of the question,
different meanings are used to form opposed hypotheseswhich guide
the resolutions of the problem in different modesof inquiry. In controversythe resulting reformulations of the original ambiguousanswerare
placed in opposition as if they were univocal and as if the choice between them were a simple problem of logic involving little more than
the resolution of contradictions. The different meaningsand reference
of the statementsthought to be contradictory are examinedin philosophic semantics;and their adequacy,their relations to eachother, and
the new problems they may raiseare subjectsfor philosophic inquiry.
The question, What is freedomf is one of the recurrent ambiguous
questionsof philosophy which has opened up new dimensionsin contemporary thought and action. It is a significant question becausethe
initial interpretation, *freedom is the absenceof extemal impediments
to action," focusesattention on the need to remove the ambiguities of
"absencer""extemalr' "impedimentr" and "actionr" and the growing
host of ambiguities in each clarifying statement.The semanticscheme
constmcted from the modesof thought setsforth, thus far (seechart p.
253), threc sets of determinations of the question, What is freedom|
What is freedom in fact or interpretation,Wbat things are free); What
is freedom in thought or method, What property do free things share|;
What is freedom in being or principle, Whn are the grounds of the
possibility or the actuality of freedoml The question takes on a vast
scopeof meaningsunder thesedistinctions; and sincea completeinterpretation of the question makesuse of all four scmantic headings,the
number is increasedby the number of possible combinations of the
four. The indefinitely large number of possiblemeaningsis the source
of the richnessof philosophic irqoiry for each interpretation may be
used asthe hypothesisfor further investigation.
What is freedomf treated as,What or who are freeI is a question of
interpretation. According to the entitative interpretation freedom is
unimpeded motion, and external impediments are hindrancesto motron; bod.iesare free. Human freedom is one instance of freedom to
move: it is self-determination as opposed to restraint or coercion. According to the existentialist inteqpretation freedom is spontaneousor
undetermined activity, and external impedimentsinclude psychological
aswell asphysicalhindrancesand the fixities of automaric and habitual
responses;an'imatebeingsarefree. Human freedom is an instanceofthe
freedom to originate : it is freedom of self-initiation or self-expressio
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asopposedto conformity to the customaryin action, opinion, or taste.
According to the essentialistinterpretation freedom is action in accordancewith deliberativechoice, and extemal impedimcnts include lack of
thought and decision aswell as physical and psychologicalhindrances;
mon are free. Human freedom is self-adjustrnentor selFrealizationas
opposedto relianceon nature, chance,or fornrne for the achievemen
ofvalues. According to the ontological interpretation freedom is autonomous thought and action, and external impediments include lack of
wisdom as well as limitations of reasonand will; in a strict senseonly
God.isfreeand intelligent beingsor wise men approximateto the divine
freedom. Human freedom is self-perfection as opposed to determination by worldly, animal, or physical inclinations. In this large spread,
from bodies to God, of interpretations of what or who is free, ontic
interpretations are radically distinct from phenomenalinterpreations:
ontic freedoms consist in doing as one should-acting according to
one's nature or according to wisdom-whether or not one pleases
while phenomenal freedoms consist in doing as one pleases-spontaneously or voluntarily-since freedom is a precondition of virnrous action, not an operation ofnature or an effectofthe good.
What is freedoml ueated as,What is the freedom of the free, or what
actionsare freel is a question of method or of the useof thought in the
recognition or achievementof freedom. Knowledge has a direct relation to freedom conceived according to the universal methods-one
must have knowledge, in the form of knowledge appropriate to the
method, to be free. The relation of knowledge to freedom is indirect in
freedom achieved by the particular methods-one need not oneself
possessthe knowledge which is neededto secureand safeguardone's
freedom. Universal freedoms depend on knowledge conceivedas wisdom or on knowledge conceived as power. Free actions are wise actions; and hindrancesin the way of freedom are removed dialeaically
by education and by development of knowledge leading to wisdom.
Free actions are willed actions: and freedom is achievedand retained
operati,onallyby the acquisition and use of power and of knowledge
which is power. Particular freedoms depend on knowledge conceived
as scienceor on knowledge conceived as prudence. Free actions are
actions in accordancewith one's nature; and hindrances,inhibitions,
and alienationsmay be removed to restore natural freedom by therapy
perficrmed by an expert n a hglrtic scienceof human nature and its
diseases.Free actions are deliberateactions; and freedom is the precon-
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dition and the effec.problernf,ticdluof democraticsociety,which operatesaccording to prudence,or right reason,or the rule of law, without
the necessitythat all free men be endowedwith prudenceor be expert
in jurisprudence.
What is freedoml treated as,What are the grounds of the possibility
or the actuality of freedom, or what decisionsare freef is a question of
principles or of the groundings of freedom in being. The possibility of
freedom is grounded in the being of the universe or of man as holoscopic principles-practical decisions are cognitive if self-rule is possible by approximating one's actions to a rational stmcture in all being
or by establishingsocial institutions in which men are ruled by deliberations and decisionswhich they participate in and make. The actuality of freedom is grounded in agreementsor conventions of men as
meroscopicprinciples-practical decisionsare emotive and persuasiv
if the end of action is to securewhat one wants and if valuesare determined by agreementconcerning desiresto be satisfiedand pleasuresto
be secured.Society and justice are grounded in nature and being by
holoscopic principles, and transitions may be made in valid inference
from what is to what ought to be. Communities and right and wrong
are grounded in convention and agreementby meroscopicprinciples,
and no inferenceis possiblefrom what is to what ought to be. Holoscopic principles place freedom in a rational universeor in human societies.Comprehensiveprinciples, which establisha reflexivecoincidence
berweenthat which is and that which is intelligible, make freedom in
intelligent beings self-rule of inclinations and emotions by reason.Reflexive principles, which establish reflexive beginnings in separateinquiries and fields, limit freedom to the principles of ethics and politics
and make freedom self-rule in practical action. Meroscopic principles
placefreedom in the pursuit of pleasureand the establishmentof asso
ciations. Simple principles, which provide the elementsfrom which to
construct what is real, seekthe elementsof value and communities in
preferencesand agreements:freedom operatesin the pursuit of pleasuresand the establishmentof preferences.Actional principles are arbiuary principles used in the formulation and interpretation of the real
and in the advancementof pleasureand the private and public good.
The semantic schemamakesit possible to explore in precisedetail
both the obvious fact that philosophers do not mean the samething
when they talk about freedom and also the lessfrequendy recognized
fact that the different meaningshave been exploredin implications and
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applications which emerge only rarely in comparablesequencesor in
conclusionswhich can be placed in simple correlation. Philosophic se
mantics yields unambiguous philosophies which are related to eac
other in ambiguous controversy on common problems. The semanti
schemahas been constmcted by giving precisemeanings to kinds of
methods, interpretations, and principles by defining eachby a mode of
thought-assimilation, discrimination, construction, and resolution
An ambiguousstatement,like the initial definition of freedom, canthen
be given unambiguous meanings determined by methods, interpretations, and principles. The unambiguous resolutions of a problem, like
the problem of freedom, may be seenin their ambiguous relations to
each other by transforming the schemato show how the basic terms
used to analy'zeknowing-knowledge, knower, known, and knowable-are transformed in their meaningsfrom analysisto andysis.
Intnpretatinns
Knowledgc
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Ontic interpretations set up relations between knowledge and the
knowable: ontological interpretations assimilate the knowable to
knowledge; entitative interpretations constmct knowledge from the
elements of the knowable. Existentialist interpretations present the
known (nature, society,man, and art) asproducts of the discrimination
and activity of the knower; essentialistinterpretations resolvethe problems encounteredin the known in theory practice, and production to
reconstitutethe known in a new form. In the dialecticalmethod knowledge is the objective which the knower seeksand approximates;in the
operational method the knower makes knowledge. In the logistic
method the knowable is transformed into the known; in the problematic method the known is used to inquire into the knowable. Holoscopic principles provide beginnings which are a coincidence of
knowledge and known: comprehensiveprinciples set up inclusive coincidencesof that which is most truly and that which is mosr intelligible; reflexive principles seeka plurality of subject matters which are
marked offby instancesof knowledge which is self-instantiatingand by
beingswhich are self-causedor first causes.Meroscopic principles pro-
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vide beginnings in which the contributions of the knower and the
knowable are separatedfrom eachother and from influencc one on the
other: actional principles provide beginningsin unintelprcted tenns set
in fixed but undefined relations by thesisor posrulation before they are
interpreted to produce knowledge and values;simple terms provide beginnings which have no parts and therefore no possible error from
which composite things and images and conventions can be formed
without error in simple steps.
The ambiguities of the problems of philosophy and the precisions
of the statementsof philosophy fix thc problems of defining the fourth
and last column of the semantic schema,Selections.Simples can be
enumerated,but explanation of their nanrres and usesrequires statement or intelpretation which is establishedby useof mettrod and principles. Simplesare employed in forming the constitutive pafts of propositions, the terms and connectivesof methods, and the simplicities of
principles. The modes of thought may be translatedinto the modes of
simplicity to define the kinds of selection. Simples of assimilation are
categoriesof thought-ideas and presentationswhich are modes of
being or of phenomena; they are set forfi in selection in hierarchies
ordered to a transcendentidea or being. Simplesof discrimination are
categoriesof lurguage or action-symbols (or intentions) and rules of
operation (or execution); they areset forth in selectionin types ordered
by perspectivesof orientation (or purpose). Simplesof construction are
categoriesof things-discerned by cognition and emotion; they are set
forth in selectionby matters or objectsto which other arrangementsof
processesand materials may be transformed by reduction. Simplesof
resolution are categoriesof terms-natures and dispositions; they are
set forth in selectionasfunctions by which naturesmay be defined and
classified.The statementof a philosophy involves a particular selection
of categories,which is colored by the generalselectioncharacteristicof
the philosophic communication of a period, making the primary use
and determination of categoriessometimesmetaphysicalfor the clarification of principles (after a revolt againstsophistry and empiricism),
sometimesepistemological for the ordering of judgmena and consequencescritically and methodologrcally (after a revolt against dogmatism and theoretical metaphysics),sometimessemanticand pragmatic
for the establishment of warranted statements and effective actions
(after a revolt against idealisms and psychologtsms).The ambiguous
question, What is freedomf takes its fourth determination from the
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and docuinaire if it losescontact with the problems to which the positions are solutions, and philosophic inquiry becomesabstractand sec
tarian if it cuts off communication with other positions and other interpretationsof the problem.
The semanticschemadoesnot provide a final determination ofwhat
is meant by a philosophic statement, but rather a means of isolating
successiveaspectsof proposed meanings for consideration and development. Its usemay be illustrated by sketchingsomeof the high points
of the meanings that have been taken on by the four methods listed.
Philosophieshave not frequendy followed the lines traced on the chart
by which methods are related to principles, interpretations, and selections determined by the samemode of thought; and one aspectof the
diversification of methods arisesfrom the innovations introduced by
altering principles, interpretations or selections.
The metamorphosesof the dialectical method range from the synoptic method which Plato used ro discussall problems, ro the skepticism of the Academy, to the transcendenralismand mysticism of the
Neoplatonists, to christian creationism and mysticism, to Mamist materialism. Plato combined the dialectical method with comprehensive
principles and ontological interpretation; the dialectical rn-ethodwas
retained in Academic skepticism but was used with actional principles
and existentialistinteqpretationl Plotinus restoredttre ontological interpretation with dialectic but used simple principles; Augustine combined the dialectical method urd ontological inteqpretation with actional principles; Hegel used the dialectical method with reflexive
principles and entitative inteqpretation; Marx turned Hegel upside
down by retaining the dialectical method and entitative intelpretation
but substituting actional for reflexiveprinciples.
The logistic method wasusedby Democritus and Euclid in antiquity
and by Hobbes, Newton, I-ocke, Descartes,Spinoza, and kibniz in
the seventeenthcentury and by Peirce and santayanain recent times.
The influence of Descartesor Newton is difficult to trace without semantic distinctions: thus, Descartesused the logistic method with reflexile principles and existentialist interpretation; Spinoza,scriticisms
and modifications centeredon the interpretation, and he therefore retained the method and principles but substituted the ontological for
the existentialistinteqpretation.
The operational method was the method of the Sophists, the pyrrhonian Skeptics,and cicero in antiquity, and ofGalileo^,B".on, Berke-
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Hume in the seventeenthand eighteenthcenturies,and of Kant
"nd
and John Stuart Mill. Mill expressedadmiration for the ethics of Kant
and undertook to show that the categoricalimperativecan be gro'nded
only by utilitarian consideration of consequences;Kant used a combination of operational method (he observed that his method was the
method of skepticism) and reflexive principles with an ontological interpretation; Mill used rhe samemethod (which he professedto derive
from cicero) and principles with an existentialistintirpretation.
The problematic method was used by Aristotle in antiquity, by
Thomas Aquinas and someother scholasticsof the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,and by william )amesand ]ohn Dewey.Aristotle used
a problematic method, reflexive principles, and essentialistintelpretation; Aquinas rerained the method and principles but substitutid an
ontological for the essentialistinteqpretation.famesthought that pragmatism was a continuation of Mill's utilitarianism: Mill used an op.r"tional method with reflexive principles and an existentialistinterpretation; Jamesretained the interpretation but used a problematic rrrethod
and actional principles; Dewey continued the problematic method and
actional principles but used an essentialistinterpretation.
The modes of philosophic inquiry do not provide a fixed list of the
persistent or perennial problems of philosophy, but rather a structure
for the formation of hypothesesconcerninga common question viewed
from the orientation of different moder ofirrqoiry. Interpretation of the
strucflrre of different modes yields questions that have been askedor
that might be askedand develops a context of related questions.The
four modes of inquiry thus, take particular form in the four scientific
questions raised by Aristode at the beginning of ttre second book of
the Posterbr Analytics-experience is the concem of the question,
whether it is; existenceis the concern of, what it is: that which is arr_
swersthe question, of what sort it is; and being is the sourceof answers
to, why it is. The samefour questions becamethe four nnstitutionesof
the Roman rhetoricians, whence they entered into legal and political
philosophy.They provide a basisfor the reformulatio*of metaphysical
problems which I once tried in an essaycalled, "Being, Existence,and
That Which Is."* They serve to relate, in a rich variety of ways, the
categorieswhich are modes of simples and the transcendentalswhich
are predicated reflexively of eachother and which are modes of being.
*Publishcd nRmiew ofMaaptrysirs13,
no. 4 (Iune 1960): Sgg_54.
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The distinction benveenthings better known to us and things better
known in nature and the prolix progeny of that distinction, which includesthe distinction betweennplsterioriandoprimi, explore the relations benveenthe modes of experienceand the modes of being. The
modes of inquiry serveto unravel the tangled history of the methods
of induction and deduction, analysis and synthesis, discovery and
prooq which first emerged from distinct modes and were variously
merged with eachother and inverted.
The modesof inquiry serve,finally, to separatecontinuing stmctures
of problems from structuresof suggestiveirurovation, and they sugges
the rich possibilities which are opened when the dominant selectionis
the modesof fact and existencewhich turn to problems of concretenes
of action and statement.It has becn the hope of many recent philosophers that to begin with the concrete is to avoid false problems and
meaninglesscontroversy. That expectation has encotrnteredthe dificulty that the particular philosophies which have undertaken to be architectonic have faced controversial oppositions. Too litde attention
has been paid to the fact that common problems have been treated in
different ways or to the possibility that the accord of philosophies is
not to be found in a common ideology or a common languagebut in a
common enterprise to which different philosophies make supplemen
tary contributions.**
**When Nchard McKeon first presented?hilosophic Semanticsand Philosophic
Inqui.y,'it concluded with the following passage
:
"Facts, Catcgories, and Experience" is a delineation and a conuibution to that
kind of common philosophy. It will be treated controversially,in whatever consideration it receives,in accordancewith the rival possibilities provided by semanticschemata, but the problems it raisesmay shift attention from the position takcn to issue
betweenthat position and other possiblepositions and to the discussionand investigation ofpossiblc changesin the concrctesinration and in the problems.
'Facts, Categorics,and Expericnce" is the overall tide ofthe thrce Paul Carus Foundation Lecnrresthat McKcon deliveredat the Sixty-secondAnnual Meeting ofthc American Philosophical Association EasternDivision, held in New York City from 27 Deccmber through 29 December 1965. When McKeon prescnted*Philosophic Scmanticsand
Philosophic Inquiry" scarcelytwo months later, he intended to expand the earlier paper
for publication by the Carus Foundation in book form, asis customary.
In fact, the lccnrresremain in their original draft version, unpublished; consequendy
I fclt it best to omit the passagcabove from the body of the later paper. However, the
unpublished paper, "Facts, Catcgories, and Experiencc" will appear in a forthcoming
volume of the collectedworks of Richard P. McKeon, to be published by the University
of Chicago Press.[Zahava K. McKeon]

